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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes the change in the seafood supply chain for Wegmans Food Markets
and presents a process flow design for seafood within their Pottsville, PA distribution center
(DC). Wegmans Food Markets Inc. is a privately owned U.S. regional supermarket chain.
Wegmans has recently redesigned their seafood supply chain, planning to close one DC and move
seafood operations to their DC in Pottsville, PA. The aim of this thesis is to create an effective
process flow chart for seafood within the Pottsville DC from Receipt to Pick to Ship.
The Pottsville DC was reviewed in regards to size, layout, product protection, and flow
process flexibility. The result of this analysis was a recommended four-step process tailored to a
put-to-store method of storage. The four steps of the process include; receiving, put-away,
selection and shipping. This thesis outlines each of the four stages in detail with regards to
seafood regulation and DC layout. This entire process was created with the intention to be
completed within the allotted 4-16 hour timeslot.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The distribution center (DC) has traditionally been seen as a buffer between
manufactured supply and customer demand. Manufacturers strive to achieve economies of scale
but customer demand is sometimes low and inconsistent, making this difficult. DCs exist to hold
stockpiled inventory necessary to keep customer service levels consistent despite the
unpredictable demand.
With the availability of modern technology, such as forecasting tools, companies are now
able to predict demand and manufacture product accordingly. This new knowledge eliminates the
need for the DC to use stored inventory to satisfy customer orders. Goods can arrive at the DC
just in time for distribution to customers. DCs in the modern day must now focus on how fast
they can move inbound goods to outbound destinations. The objective has changed from
inventory management to inventory velocity. In the case of fresh seafood this type of “flowthrough” distribution is especially relevant because the seafood can never be stored in inventory
because of federal government regulations. The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the change in
the seafood supply chain for Wegmans Food Markets and present a process flow design for the
seafood within Wegmans’ Pottsville, PA DC.

Background
This thesis was compiled using research conducted with Wegmans’ Food Markets’
operations team. Wegmans Food Markets Inc. is a U.S. regional supermarket chain headquartered
in Gates, New York (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013.) Wegmans has been a privately held and family
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owned company for four generations, since 1916. Currently, Wegmans has over 45,000
employees and a total of eighty-six stores in six states: New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland, Massachusetts, and Virginia. Consumer Reports ranked Wegmans the top large U.S.
grocery chain in 2012 (Herbert, 2012.) Wegmans is a family company with family values,
striving each day to be a great place to work. This adds to the company’s stability and growth.
Wegmans has appeared in Fortune’s “Top 100 Companies to Work for” list every year since the
list was first published in 1998, and has been ranked among the top 10 for 11 consecutive years.
In 2013 Wegmans was ranked number five on the list (Wegmans, 2013.)
When it comes to food, Wegmans promises the freshest of product. Wegmans seafood is
never frozen and is never held in inventory. All seafood is currently being moved through a flow
through facility located in Rochester, NY. The Rochester facility is outdated making for huge
operation and upkeep costs. In addition, the operation in Rochester is only 3,200 square feet and
too small for the seafood’s projected growth. In order to keep up with seafood’s projected growth
the facility would have to be expanded, making for even greater costs. To avoid these costs,
Wegmans has planned to close their Rochester Facility and move all of Wegmans seafood
operations to their perishable goods DC located within their Retail Service Center (RSC) in
Pottsville, PA. The Pottsville DC is a new facility making it much more cost efficient
operationally than the Rochester Facility. Additionally, the Pottsville DC has over 100,000 square
feet of free space, which is more than enough space to account for the projected growth.
This will change the entirety of Wegmans’ seafood supply chain. Wegmans has already
reconstructed their entire seafood flow path to allow for the location change, this can be seen and
explained in appendices A, B, and C. The problem is that the change in facility cannot be
implemented until a process is designed for the flow of seafood within the new facility. The
purpose of this thesis is to do exactly that, design a DC process flow allowing for the movement
of seafood within Wegmans’ Pottsville, PA DC.
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Problem Statement
As stated above, Wegmans seafood is never held in inventory so all seafood received at
the DC must flow through for direct distribution to stores. This increase in inventory velocity
requires optimizing the business processes within the DC. The challenge is to design a process
for movement within Wegmans’ new location for the distribution of seafood. The goal of this
project is to design a process flow chart for seafood within the Pottsville, PA DC.
Given the nature of the product, there will be a few constraints and challenges that this
project will consider:
•

Two challenges to consider in regard to transportation of seafood are: temperature control
and cross contamination. Both of these will be taken into account for this project.

•

Seafood is also subject to regulation by a number of institutions including the FDA,
CDC, and USDA. When designing the process flow through the DC, all of these
regulations will need to be maintained.

•

In addition, the proposed process will need to be cost effective, with a goal of cost
savings for Wegmans by increasing efficiency and decreasing labor costs.

This thesis will be structured as follows: first, investigate all of the potential flow through
supply chain models used in industry; second, research all of the regulations applicable to seafood
transportation; third, analyze the structure of Wegmans Pottsville facility; and lastly, use the
previous research conducted to design a process flow chart for seafood within the Pottsville, PA
DC.
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Chapter 2
Literary Review
Several different sources are needed to create a DC process flow. First, information is
needed concerning the stages of process flow. Second, insight is needed into the different ways
this process can be completed. To provide insight on the components of the process flow I have
utilized both the textbook of Supply Chain Management – A Logistics Perspective and the
presentation of SCM 404 by Dr. Robert A. Novack.
When dealing with a federally regulated product, such as seafood, it is also important to
gain insight into all of the laws regarding such product. To do so I have referred to guidelines
given by both the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA).
This chapter is broken up into two parts. The first part will be “The Flow Through
Process” and will outline the components of a typical process flow and outline possible variations
of each stage. The second will be “Seafood Regulations” and will go through some specific
regulations regarding seafood transport and also important things to consider and guidelines for
the transport of seafood.
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Flow through Process
There are four handling stages involved in DC process flow. These stages include:
receiving, put-away, selection, and shipping. This research will begin by examining each stage of
the DC flow process.
Figure 2-1 Typical DC Flow through Process

Receiving is the first stage of the DC process and it involves:
 Scheduling Carriers – This involves managing the inbound receiving schedule
and giving appointments for deliveries. Typically, delivery carriers will request
an appointment.


These product receipts may need to be prioritized depending on the
urgency of the shipment. For example a delivery of goods for which
there is a shortage or are passed the customer want date would have
priority over all other shipments due to urgency.

 On-Line Receiving and Check-In– This stage involves verifying carrier receipts
with purchase orders (comparing actual receipts with expected receipts.)


This needs to be done in order to verify that the correct shipment was
received.

 Unloading Vehicles – It is at this stage that the physical unloading of the goods
from the trailer occurs. The goods are taken from the trailer and placed on the
receiving dock. At this point the delivery is also examined and checked for
damages/shortages (Novack, p480 2013).
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 Pallet Label Generation – This involves labeling each pallet with an assigned
put-away location.


This label is used for pallet location control.

Once the product has been received the next step is the Put-away stage which involves:
 Verifying product location – Put-away should be verified with item location
and verification code on a hand-held device.


It is critical that the forklift operator verify that the product is being
put in the correct location or else the product may become lost
among the vast number of pallet locations and similar looking boxes
(Novack, p481 2013).

 Fill slots/storage – After the product location is assigned in the DC, product
is moved from the receiving dock to the assigned location using forklifts or
pallet jacks.


The pallet handing equipment often handles only one pallet, which
makes routing workers very straightforward.

After put-away, the product enters the selection stage. This stage involves:
 Order Picking- This means selecting the product from where it was “putaway” and bringing it to its shipping location, thus building a load to be
shipped.


Order picking typically absorbs over fifty percent of the labor effort
in the DC.

 Different types of order picking – While pallets are typically the unit of
measure being put away, the unit of measure of the products being picked
depends on the environment.
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Many consumer operations have a single worker pick or select
individual units that will make up a new pallet.

 Pallet Wrapping – After the product is picked and the pallets are created, the
pallets are taken to a “wrapping station.” A wrapping station is exactly what
it sounds like; it is a station where the pallet is wrapped in what in usually
plastic. This is done to keep the product secure within/ on top of the pallet.
Figure 2-2 Pallet Station Visual

The final stage of process flow is the shipping stage. This stage involves:
 Schedule Carriers- This involves providing carriers with pick up
appointments. Carriers will usually request pick up appointments.


These may need to be prioritized depending on product urgency.

 Load Vehicle – The load that was built in the selection stage must be
complete, secured, and loaded onto the vehicle.
 Complete Paperwork – Complete a Bill of Lading requiring carrier to unload
the freight at a certain destination.
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Due to the nature of the product and its inability to be stored, further investigation into
distribution center process flow is required. Traditional DCs optimize the above process
individually but what is needed in this case is a process which will increase product velocity and
optimize the flow of goods from receiving to shipping. Cross-docking is a practice where product
is taken directly from receiving to shipping with little or no storage in-between. There are three
ways in which products can be cross-docked; transshipment, flow through, and merge-in-transit.
•

Transshipment- Inbound shipments are pre-distributed or packaged and designated for a
specific customer before they even arrive in the DC.

•

Flow through- Once the shipment is received at the DC, an allocation process determines
where the components of the shipment should go.

•

Merge-in-Transit- A variation of both transshipment and flow through, cross-docked
goods are merged with stored goods and then allotted a destination.

Seafood Regulations
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has the primary Federal responsibility for
the safety of seafood products in the U.S. In addition the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
and Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) play a role in seafood regulation. The
USDA runs inspections to ensure seafood origin and safety. The CDC conducts food borne illness
investigations that may be a result of seafood contamination (US Department of Agriculture,
2012). Although there are many national seafood controls and regulations, each individual state
also has regulations to ensure the safety of seafood products. Pennsylvania and other State
agencies inspect all processing plants, distribution centers, and warehouses to ensure all seafood
is handled in a safe and sanitary manner (US Department of Agriculture, 2012). This means that
the Pottsville, PA distribution center will be inspected.
In regard to passing their inspections, the two most important things to consider are:
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1. Seafood Temperature
2. Possible Cross Contamination
In order to comply with USDC and state regulations, the supply chain for seafood must
be “cold chain”. This means all transportation, storage, and distribution activities involving
seafood must be temperature controlled. The exact temperature changes by seafood type and
state. This is to prevent the seafood from going bad. In Pennsylvania the temperature is between
34 and 45 degrees F, depending on the type of fish.
To prevent cross contamination, seafood must be kept away from all other products. This
is because the juices in seafood leak and could possibly leak into another product and
contaminate it. There are a number of ways to do this including shipping seafood in special leak
proof coolers and shipping seafood on leak proof pallets.
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Chapter 3
Analysis
The goal of this thesis is to construct a DC Process flow chart that will allow seafood
operations to be moved to Wegmans’ new facility in Pottsville, PA (Figure 3-1.)
When designing a DC process flow, there are certain factors to consider concerning the
facility:
•

Facility Size

•

Facility Layout

•

Product Protection

•

Process Flexibility

In the following section each of these four critical factors are evaluated. The evaluation is
based both on the literature reviewed above and primary research done at the facility.

Figure 3-1 Wegmans’ Perishable Goods DC in Pottsville, PA
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Facility Size
Wegmans’ Pottsville DC is a medium sized warehouse with around 124,000 square feet.
The portion of the warehouse Wegmans would like to allocate to seafood is around 7,000 square
feet. This is a relatively small size in comparison to the entire warehouse but not in comparison to
the old facility size. The Rochester facility, where seafood was previously run through, was only
3,2000 square feet in size. This means the current facility size should not be an issue. If size were
to become an issue there is more free space within the warehouse that can be utilized.

Facility Layout
As stated above, the Pottsville DC is a medium sized warehouse; the portion to be
allocated to seafood being relatively small. A detailed floor plan of the facility can be found in
appendix D. Seafood cannot be stored with any non-seafood items because this could lead to
cross contamination, as outlined under “Seafood Regulations” in Chapter 2. The layout of

Figure 3-2 DC Mezzanine
the facility is of great concern because it contains other products, such as fresh frozen food and
meats and would therefore need to be set up in a way which can keep seafood separate from other
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products. The facility is two stories with a large floor level and a smaller mezzanine level (Figure
3-2.) The mezzanine is 100,000 square feet in size. At the moment the mezzanine level is
completely empty. The mezzanine is a consideration for where to store the seafood.

Figure 3-3 Facility Elevator
The receiving pads are all located on the ground level of the facility. This means that any
product that would be stored on the mezzanine would have to be taken up on a facility elevator.
The elevator can hold a maximum of eight pallets at a time. Figure 3-3 depicts the DC elevator
from the ground floor to the mezzanine level.

Product Protection
Product protection is especially important when it comes to seafood because, as
explained in chapter 2, Seafood is federally regulated. The entire Pottsville perishable goods DC
is refrigerated to 38 degrees F. All trucks that ship seafood and other perishable goods are also
refrigerated to 38 degrees F. To keep their seafood extra fresh Wegmans packs it in iced
styrofoam coolers. Those coolers are then packed in large blue vessels (figure 3-4) that act as
further coolers. These blue containers also prevent any leakage of seafood juices, which prevents
cross contamination of products.
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The blue vessels are washed every week utilizing 56 hours of labor at $15 an hour and
36% benefits. This totals $59,404 in washing labor costs. The cases also need frequent repair and
replacement due to wheels and doors falling off
and/or breaking. The replacement of wheels and
doors on the product cost $29,700 per year. There
is an estimated $30,000 per year repair labor
expense. This comes from 300 hours YTD of
repair expenses (first three quarters) and an
estimate of 100 hours for quarter four multiplied
by the repair rate of $75 per hour. The total
annual expense for the blue vessels is $139,532.
It is for this expense that Wegmans is looking into
other possible ways to keep seafood protected.

Figure 3-4 Seafood Vessels

Process Flexibility
The flow through process for fresh seafood is not very flexible to begin with given the
rules and regulation regarding keeping seafood safe. All the precautions outlined above must be
in place and seafood must be stored away from other products. On top of that the seafood supply
chain is run on a timeline (full Seafood timeline available in Appendix E). The timeline allows
for seafood to be shipped to the facility in two waves; shipments from supplier JD & Sons in
Rochester, NY (ROC) and shipments from NYC, Boston, and Maryland (NBM).
ROC shipments will arrive at the Pottsville DC at 8pm. This shipment of seafood will be
broken up by region and sent out to stores at 12am, 2am and 4am along with produce. This means
that the JD & Sons seafood will be at the Pottsville DC for between four and eight hours. The
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earlier shipments service the farthest stores to ensure product freshness. So although some
truckloads may be shipped out later they are still arriving at the final destination at the same time.
NBM shipments of seafood will arrive at the Pottsville DC at 4am. These shipments will
also be broken up by region and shipped out to stores at; 4pm, 6pm, and 8pm along with fresh
frozen and meats. This seafood will be in the facility a little bit longer, between 12 and 16 hours.
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Chapter 4
Results and Evaluation
The result of this analysis is implementation of a four stage “put-to-store” style DC flow
model (Figure 4-2). This means the seafood, once received, will be put directly to a specific
stores pallet. This way the stores pallets will be completely ready to go to their destinations upon
selection and shipping allowing for a faster, fresher supply chain.
The receiving stage will be the longest because it is at this point that the seafood will be
inspected to ensure compliance with all regulations. Facility will schedule delivery appointments
for all carriers with truckloads inbound from distributors. ROC (JD & Sons) truckloads will
deliver at 8pm and NBM (NYC, Boston, and Maryland) shipments will deliver at 4am. Once
seafood truckloads arrive the carrier order will be verified with the purchase order number to
ensure it is the expected shipment. Next, the seafood will be unloaded and brought directly up the
elevator and put on a receiving dock on the mezzanine. Trucks have a maximum of 30 pallets and
the elevator holds eight pallets at a time. This means there is a maximum of four elevator-loads.
Receiving the seafood on the mezzanine will keep it from other products and reduce risk for cross
contamination. Seafood will then be inspected for quality and regulation compliance. Pallet
labeling, labeling each pallet with a code assigning it a specific location, is traditionally done in
the receiving stage but will not be necessary in this case.
Instead of assigning locations by pallet, during the put-away stage pallets will be broken
up and placed at different locations which will be organized by store, in other words the product
will be “put-to-store.” Each store will have a designated area located on the mezzanine floor
along with pallets. Workers will be given a handheld device outlining how many of each product
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each store has ordered. Workers will then drop that amount of each product at each store location,
thus creating a new pallet of that store’s exact order. This is done as opposed to the traditional
way of having locations on the floor for each product and giving workers a list of store orders to
be picked in the selection stage, often called “list pick”. A put-to-store model makes selection a
much faster process and thus is much more conducive to the sensitive timeline for seafood than
the list-pick option. The way the timeline works allocating the time in the beginning of the
process to put-to-store makes more sense than towards the end of the process to list pick.
Next, the seafood enters the selection

Figure 4-1 Pallet Wrapping Station

stage. Workers will pick the seafood pallets, bring
them first to the wrapping station and finally to the
loading dock. This stage should run smoothly
because seafood pallets shall already be created for
each store location. Again products will need to be
taken down on the elevator eight pallets at a time.
The elevator constraint may cause the process to be
slow but the time savings generated from
preemptively creating stores pallets will make up
for that. They will then be brought to the wrapping station, located at the bottom of the elevator.
At the wrapping station the pallets will be wrapped in plastic to prevent products from shifting
around or falling off the pallets.

Finally the seafood will enter the shipping stage. Carriers will have been scheduled for
pick up. ROC seafood’s pick-ups will be at 12am, 2am and 4am along with the produce trucks.
NBM seafood’s pick-ups will be at 4pm, 6pm, and 8pm along with the fresh frozen and meats
trucks. Once carriers have arrived pallets will be loaded onto trucks, seafood will be loaded last to
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avoid contact with other products as much as possible. At this point a BOL (Bill of Lading) will
be signed and provided to the carrier detailing freight contents and confirming the destination to
which the freight will be carried. Once the BOL is signed, the trucks will depart and the seafood
will continue to its final store destination.
Figure 4-2 Wegmans Pottsville, PA DC Process Flow Chart
RECEIVING
- Carrier are scheduled for
delivery
- Check PO with Receipt
- Seafood Unloaded and
brought directly up to
receiving docks on
mezzanine
- Seafood is inspected for
quality and regulation
compliance

PUT-AWAY
- Pallets picked up and product
put to store location
- Workers use hand-held device
to inform them exactly how
many of each product to put to
each store
- This will create pallets of that
stores exact order at each store
location

SELECTION
- Full pallets by store are
selected
- Pallets taken down the elevator
to the wrapping station
- Wrapped pallets taken to
loading docks

SHIPPING
- Carriers scheduled for pick-up
- Pallets loaded onto trucks
- BOL Completed
-Products shipped to final
destinations
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ROC and NBM shipments will run on different schedules but the DC process will remain
identical for each of the shipments. The deliveries will work out to be in nearly circular rotations.

NBM SHIPMENTS

ROC SHIPMENTS

RECEIVING

4am	
  

PUT-AWAY
&
SELECTION

6am	
  

SHIPPING

8am	
  
10am	
  
12pm	
  

2pm	
  
SHIPPING

4pm	
  
	
  
6pm	
  
	
  
8pm	
  
	
  
10pm	
  

RECEIVING
PUT-AWAY
&
SELECTION
ROC

12am	
  

2am	
  
Figure 4-3 Pottsville DC Flow Time-line

SHIPPING
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Additional Findings
The blue vessels that seafood is currently in should be sold or set aside. Instead seafood
should be transported on leak proof pallets similar to the one shown below. Wegmans should
purchase 1,500 of these pallets, which will give them a three-week supply. These pallets will be
washed after each shipment to ensure
regulation requirements. Although
purchase of these pallets may be
costly, annual cost savings by not
using the blue vessels will outweigh
this.
Figure 4-4 Leak Proof Pallet
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This thesis has accomplished its objective to create a process flow chart for seafood
within the Pottsville DC. Four stages of the process were outlined; receiving, put-away, selecting
and shipping. This process was tailored to a put-to-store method, meaning the seafood, once
received, will be put directly to a specific stores pallet. In this way, the stores pallets will be
completely ready to go upon selection and shipping allowing for a faster fresher supply chain.
This entire process was created with the intention to be completed within the allotted 4-16 hour
timeslot.
The design of the DC process flow of seafood will allow Wegmans to move seafood
operations into the Pottsville facility which will in turn allow for the closing of the Rochester, NY
Seafood DC. The closing of this facility will allow for numerous cost savings, the facility was old
and thus inefficient and required high operations costs. In addition, Wegmans will avoid the cost
of having to expand the seafood facility upon project growth. This DC flow model can be applied
for as much space on the 100,000 square foot mezzanine as will be necessary and thus can
continue to be used through growth.
In addition this project was also able to provide recommendations for restructure of
seafood transportation vessels. Switching from the blue containers to leak proof pallets will not
only result in additional cost savings but allow for a swifter supply chain and make the process
flow run that much more smoothly.
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Appendix A
Wegmans’ Current Fresh Seafood Path

1	
  
2	
  

Seafood DC
Rochester, NY

3	
  
4	
  

1.

Seafood is sourced distributors in Maryland, NYC, Boston and Rochester

2.

Seafood is sent to Wegmans’ current seafood DC in Rochester, NY directly from the distributors
o At this time seafood is packaged designated for delivery to a specific store

3.

Next seafood is sent to either RSC or Market Street for cross docking
o RSC is the DC in Pottsville, PA
 Goods can be cross docked here via transshipment due to the prepackaging for
delivery that took place in step 2
o Market Street is a location within Rochester
 Only those products designated to ship to stores within Rochester will be sent to
Market Street, all others will be sent to RSC

4.

Seafood is shipped to its designated store location
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Appendix B
Wegmans’ Future Fresh Seafood Path
Without JD & Sons

1	
  
2	
  

3	
  

1.

Seafood is sourced distributors in Maryland, NYC, Boston and Rochester

2.

Seafood is sent to Wegmans’ RSC / DC Pottsville, PA directly from the distributors
o At this time seafood is packaged and designated to a specific store for delivery

3.

Next seafood is sent either directly to stores or to Market Street for cross docking
o Market Street is a location within Rochester
 Only those products designated to ship to stores within Rochester will be sent to
Market Street, all others will be sent to RSC
 The reason for this is because they will be consolidated with JD & Sons
Shipments. (JD & Sons Shipments will have their own simultaneous flow path.)
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Appendix C
Wegmans’ Future Fresh Seafood Path
For JD & Sons

1	
  

2	
  

3	
  
1.

Seafood is sourced from JD & Sons in Rochester, NY

2.

Next seafood is sent to either RSC or Market Street in Rochester, NY for cross docking
o At this time seafood is packaged and designated to a specific store for delivery
o All Rochester Store shipments are sent to Market Street and not RSC because it would
make no logistical sense to transport seafood from Rochester to Pottsville and then back
to Rochester.

3.

Next seafood is sent directly to stores
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Appendix D
Wegmans’ Perishable Food DC Layout
Pottsville, PA
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Appendix E
Wegmans’ Seafood Supply-Chain Timeline
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Appendix F
Wegmans’ Perishable Food DC
Pottsville, PA
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